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Working in
the Digital Future
5 KEY CHALLENGES OF THE MODERN WORKPLACE

The modern workplace,
more than the sum of its parts
Digitalisation has conquered the workplace. Stationery and fax machines are now
things of the past. Digital tools and technologies enable us to work faster and more
efficiently. Innovations like cloud computing and mobile technology allow us to be
productive from virtually anywhere. And automating repetitive tasks enables us to
focus on what actually counts: growth and innovation.
But the modern workspace also introduces new challenges. In a digital working
environment, people rely on technologies to get their work done. We count on uptime
to stay productive. When critical applications fail, your employees can’t move
forward. So, how do you create a secure, mobile workplace that offers maximum
uptime and productivity?
At Bechtle, we like to look at the bigger picture. Creating a digital workplace requires
a holistic approach. When your CRM program fails, there are many possible causes.
Are your servers overloaded? Is your Wi-Fi signal weak? Is the problem storagerelated? A digital working environment entails different components that need to
function seamlessly.
To guarantee an optimal functioning of your workplace, you need to get every
element right. Learn how a comprehensive approach including managed services
enhances the user experience and simplifies IT management.
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The right way forward: a holistic approach
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4 essentials of the modern workplace
We said it before: a digital work environment involves more than your applications.
Your servers, storage and network need to be perfectly in sync, too. These are the 4 essentials
of the modern workplace:

A RELIABLE NETWORK

AN INTELLIGENT DATACENTER
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A hands-on partner
for a comprehensive approach
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As a value-added reseller, Bechtle is your hands-on partner
for digital transformation. Want to get started with a digital
workplace that works for your colleagues and IT admins?
MANAGED SERVICES

BUSINESS CONSULTANCY

Bechtle Managed Services offers you a multi-vendor

Topics such as security, mobility and hybrid cloud

service from a single source, and highly efficient
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Maintenance & repair

Are you looking for the whole package or do you want to focus
on one specific element? Our solution experts counsel your
team from A to Z. No castles in the air: we provide real results.
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